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Topic 13 Sprinkler Systems Performance, spray types  

 

Chair: Malcolm Hackett OAM 

Presenter: Dr Justin Leonard 

 

 

Justin Leonard 
 
So, in terms of what can we use them for, I'll take you back to our favourite checklist that I 
presented and qualified in our in our first webinar series. And let's have a look at each of the attack 
mechanisms and see where water sprays are actually effective.  
 

 
 
So, would that be effective at addressing the impact on a house from a large fire front and for 
radiant heat? I guess the answer is yes, if you've got an inadequately designed house that's going 
to face a higher level of radiant heat and flame than it could normally withstand. Then a very heavy 
deluge of water over those vulnerable elements can work. And I guess the amount of intensity that 
you need to deliver is constant deluge and a constant water film, and it's really only then you can 
expect things like the windows to actually survive the radiant heat and flame contact that it may be 
presented with. So, quite a specialist system and very high water delivery rates that need to persist 
for the entire duration of that intensity.  
 
And if you have a look at fire trucks, they actually are quite specifically designed to survive that  
very intense peak of fire. And there's actually quite a lot of deliberate detail in the way these are 
designed. Not only the metal piping and sprinkler heads, but a very deliberate effort to put these 
spray systems very close to the surface they're trying to protect. So, their principal design is 
actually to get water to the surface without being disturbed on its way, and to constantly deliver that 
water film during the entire process.  
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We move on to ember attack. The answer is a little bit more complex. So, obviously, water spray is 
going to be very useful to address where embers land and build up on the external features of a 
structure. But what they're not going to be able to be effective in is preventing embers getting 
through gaps and getting into the cavities of the house which typically stay dry during a deluge, or 
being sprayed with water externally. So water spray systems on and around the house can help to 
wet down those surfaces and those external ignitions, but they don't necessarily address all the 
key spots.  
 
And I guess another key point here is where do you actually put these spray systems to actually 
put water onto the areas that are most appropriate? I find this is a fairly interesting picture because 
it shows quite an effective sprinkler type, which is the impact sprinkler. Which is quite good at 
delivering water to a great range or area under strong winds. Any of the finer delivery that gets 
projected out actually just gets carried away with the wind. And you can actually see how much 
has been carried with the wind here by the presence of a rainbow in the foreground.  
 
It's interesting to see where the water does and doesn't get. For instance, the eave fascias in this 
picture actually appear to be quite dry. And, obviously, water delivered from these locations 
wouldn't necessarily, for example, wet down the windows. A more appropriate one for, say, wetting 
down windows or wetting the areas around the house and addressing the places where the debris 
might build up, like the fine embers might land, is to put these types of chopper sprinklers or impact 
sprinklers in around the periphery of your house and actually spray them back onto the house and 
the broader surroundings.  
 
And even if we put water on all of these items the water doesn't actually seal the typical gaps and 
entry points that embers can reach into the building cavities. Here's a real example of a typical 
ridgeline. It's actually a ridge capping designed to keep the water out of a roof even if it's driven at 
quite an angle, but that's the typical places where embers can move inside and actually ignite 
those ridgelines. So, water sprays actually don't address this type of attack. And it's important to 
really address the key issue of what spray systems do not cover. They aren't a panacea for all 
things, they definitely miss quite a few things, this for example.  
 
Another obvious one is they're not going to seal a gap at the top of a roller door. You'd actually 
have to wet down everything inside your garage to be able to use water sprays as an effective way 
to mitigate that type of risk. So, it's really a complementary approach to deal with certain things 
rather than a comprehensive fix.  
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So, moving on to adjacent buildings and combustible objects. Yes, they can be used, but like trying 
to deal with a large fire front with radiant heat and flame, it requires a lot of water and quite a 
specific design of spray system to either wet down the adjacent building, or combustible element, 
or put enough water on your own house to withstand the heat load from that adjacent building or 
combustible object. Now, buildings take hours to burn down and you would actually need the water 
at a very high delivery rate to persist for the entire time that that adjacent building or element 
burned.  
 
And typical elements like decking can require quite an amount of water, but can be also quite 
effective if you constantly wet those elements down. Vegetation requires a lot of water, and I guess 
that vegetation can quickly dry out once the water stops. Water on fences can be another 
approach, although, obviously, once again it's far better to move to a non combustible fence or no 
fence at all.  
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So, surface fires. Yes, this is a particularly effective and easy one to address from water sprays, 
because water will land and typically wet out these surfaces. An intermittent wetting of these 
surface areas will be quite effective at eliminating that as an issue. And that might be tanbark 
under windows or any horizontal surface where the debris blows up and starts those small fires.  
 

 
 
The last three on our list, like branch strike or tree strike: ineffective. And that's fairly obvious. Wind 
and wind-blown debris and the impact of those physical impact, not effective at all.  
 
And, of course, smoke and smoke exposure, the spray systems are just not going to be effective in 
those ways.  
 
Chair 
 
Does a ring main system have advantages?  
 
Justin Leonard 
 
A ring main, I guess, closes back on itself. It does help to give you a more even pressure around 
the entire ring. So, it's like you can be more effective as the last head in the network doesn't get the 
least pressure, the ring main gives you a more even pressure delivery to all your heads.  
 
Chair 
 
Is there a way that people can actually calculate the diameters required for, their manifolds and 
their connecting pipes when they're designing a sprinkler system? Or do you have to go to an 
expert and get them to do it?  
 
Justin Leonard 
 
You can actually find some online calculators that help you size pipes and predict the amounts of 
pressure drop over the lengths and the elbows in a system. So, I would say if you're really getting 
down to nutting out or designing your own system, definitely find one of those calculators and do 
the end-to-end solution.  
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Chair 
 
While we're on roofs and water, will spraying the roof with water with an automatic system during 
an ember attack do much good? And what about the effects when the flame front reaches the 
house? 
 
Justin Leonard 
 
Water on the actual roof does virtually nothing for a roof that has ember gaps in it. Let's say we're 
talking about the terracotta tile roof scenario that we were discussing previously. The water simply 
doesn't seal the gaps. It flows over the tiles, but the embers can blow up to and through those gaps 
even if the roof tiles are wet, or water is dribbling over those gaps. The roof tiles themselves aren't 
combustible, so making them wet doesn't help. The same with steel roof. The thing that water on 
the roof does do is flow into the gutters, and the debris that has built up in those gutters will 
obviously then be wet. So, it does address some aspects of the debris around your gutters. 
 
But, be very wary. Because in a lot of these fire events when the winds are strong, the spray 
systems that are mounted along the ridge lines of the roofs are spraying, but there's water only 
going into the downwind side gutters, and virtually none get into the upwind side gutters. So, if 
that's the case, then you've pretty much got a completely ineffective system, except for possibly 
your neighbor's house, if he happens to be in the downwind spray field of your rooftop sprinklers. 
 
Chair  
 
This question’s related, and I guess you've touched on it there, but it's how effective is the house 
sprinkler system for a rectangular house with overlapping spray patterns, when they're operating in 
the vertical plane? As opposed to just attached on the top of the gutter. 
 
Justin Leonard 
 
The best way to assess the viability of a spray system is to get the windiest possible day and 
operate them. And to see what surfaces they still effectively wet. And if they're wetting things that 
would otherwise be a major risk like, your deck or combustible cladding, or extensively wet out a 
window, keeping the glass constantly wet then they're offering protection to those specific 
elements.  
 
But they don't offer protection to subfloors, roof cavities, wall cavities, which have remained dry 
under those cladding. So, they're not a panacea for gaps and ember entries and other things, they 
simply have some targeted elements that they may be useful for if they can continue to wet them 
throughout an event. 
 
Justin Leonard 
 
The use of sprays and spray systems is another quite broad topic, and they can be used for many 
things, and I guess the best advice I can offer is that they're good for a few particular targeted 
things. However, I’ve never seen a spray system design that's particularly effective at solving all 
aspects of bushfire risk that an otherwise vulnerable house could face. There's particular spray 
system designs for drenching a house to withstand a neighboring property fire, there's another 
quite different uh sprinkler design that's adequate for filling your gutters and keeping them wet 
during an event, there's a different type of spray system that's dedicated to keeping glass and 
glazing systems wet throughout an entire event, and withstand quite a high radiant heat flame load, 
and then there's a different spray system again that might wet out a deck in an effective way. 
 
What I’ve seen is spray systems applied to houses in a fairly generic way, with an assumption that 
that'll solve most of the house’s problems, but in virtually all cases that's not the case. Here's a 
spray system fitted to the eaves. It's spraying most of its water into the air, and under a very windy 
day, the vast majority of that water will not impact that house or provide any particularly useful 
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support to protect that house. It doesn't seal any gaps, it doesn't really wet the windows out 
adequately in this case, and if you're lucky, it might get a little bit of water in the gutter that they're 
mounted just below. 
 
In a similar vein, the spray systems that are fitted to ridge lines along houses by and large put very 
little water into the gutter of the roof that they're fitted to, under the really windy conditions. And if 
they are run with enough intensity, they might get a little bit of water in the downwind gutter, but no 
water at all in the upwind gutter. So, I guess the vast majority of spray systems I’ve seen just aren't 
adequate for purpose or meet the claims that they are fitted on the house to achieve. But saying 
that, I wouldn't discourage the use of spray systems that are specific for a purpose, or a couple of 
purposes, and designed for that process. 
 
Justin Leonard 
 
So something like this style of impact sprinkler, they come in all manner of forms. And it's really 
interesting to watch these in operation, particularly when farms are irrigating their fields with these 
types of sprinklers under extremely windy conditions. They really hold up against the worst of the 
winds and deliver water irrespective of those wind speeds. 
 
Justin Leonard 
 
There's other types of sprinklers that are more dispersive sprinklers. This is the example that's 
actually on the top of that pumping shelter. And what you really find is this is a really fine dispersive 
sprinkler, so under really windy conditions this is going to have most of the water carried away from 
the area, rather than deluge back onto that shelter or its immediate environment. And, yeah, you 
certainly can't rely on that type of spray system to be persistent in that particular area, and you 
can't rely on that preventing embers getting to your pump approach. So, I'd I think probably 
differently about a more effective way to get water onto that system. 
 
Chair 
 
Do the springs in a sprinkler head weaken with heat? Do they fail or weaken?  
 
Justin Leonard 
 
It's been observed with sprinkler heads that weren't operational during the peak of the fire. So 
there's actually been flame contact on the sprinkler head, and that can weaken the spring and 
cause it to relax and then not function properly. I haven't seen any evidence that an operating 
sprinkler could the spring in that could go hot enough that it would fail.  
 
Chair 
 
Must I have roof mounted sprinklers or ground installed ones are just as good? How far away from 
the house should these sprinklers be set? Should the sprinkler water be hitting the house primarily, 
or the surrounding ground?  
 
Justin Leonard 
 
Wow, we might have to break that down into a couple of sections. So, roof versus perimeter. Roof 
mounted sprinklers are very good at wetting a roof. Roofs in Australia are non-combustible, so a 
wet non-combustible roof and a dry non-combustible roof are as effective as each other.  
Water sprays on a roof can put water into gutters. And the question is what's the most effective 
way to get that water into gutters if you're trying to solve a gutter ignition risk. And probably the 
most effective way is to directly deliver the water to the gutter, rather than try to pass it through the 
air, have it wind affected and maybe not get to all the gutters under very windy conditions.  
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So, I would question the efficacy of actually having roof mounted sprinklers at all. I find that the 
perimeter sprinklers, ones out in the broader area of the garden projecting back towards the house, 
are potentially far more effective because they get in under the eaves, they get on the wall 
surfaces, and they deliver water to all those ground and surface fuels that I've spoken about in the 
previous slides.  
 
Do you want to remind me what the second part of that question was?  
 
Chair 
 
Yes, the ground-installed ones, and how far away from the house should they be set and should 
the water be actually hitting the house or just wetting the ground around the house?  
 
Justin Leonard 
 
I guess all sprinkler heads aren't created equal, and they are all designed to operate at different 
pressures and have different throws. So, I would start with thinking about the particular sprinkler 
head and definitely err towards those impact style. Look at the pressures and what you've got 
available and we'll talk a little bit about water pressures in the second half of the presentation. And 
once you've got that coverage distance, well, you know your magic numbers.  
 
You really should be trying to project water onto your house. It should impact the house, it should 
impact all the elements that you're trying to wet out and protect. So, it might only be a deck, so, wet 
the entire deck. It might be a combustible fascia on your house and eaves, well, wet the fascias 
and eaves. It doesn't have to be constantly wetted, but an impact sprinkler that keeps coming 
around and intermittently passing is certainly fine for that. 
 
Justin Leonard 
 
And, of course, placement. We have to really think about placement and what we're targeting, and 
whether they're going to be adequate. And the percentage of loss from even those impact 
sprinklers that we're going to lose to the wind. Because anything that gets picked up and carried by 
the wind simply isn't going to be effective for your house. It might be more effective to your 
neighbour, but it's more or less lost water once it gets to that fine droplet size and gets carried 
away.  
 


